
USING CONTEXTUAL 
REPORTING TO MASTER 
YOUR MARKETING

We will be starting at 2:00 pm ET.

Use the Question Pane in GoToWebinar to Ask Questions!

Question of the day

Use the hashtag #InboundLearning on Twitter1
2

ADVANCED



#INBOUNDLEARNING



11/6 - Digging into Your Database With Custom Reports

11/13 - Closing the Loop on Your Marketing with Revenue

11/20 - Understanding Cause and Effect in Your Marketing 
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1 The importance of context in reporting

2 Ask the right questions

3 Understanding what reports tell you

4 Contacts & Companies report demo

AGENDA



THE IMPORTANCE OF 
CONTEXT IN REPORTING.1
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Inbound marketers that measure ROI 
see a major impact





WHERE DO 
YOU START?







• The topics that resonate with your audience

• The format of your content

• The channels or sources that drive visitors

• How to drive conversions throughout your funnel

CONTEXT WILL HELP YOU UNDERSTAND:



HUBSPOT 
CONTACTS 
REPORT.



HUBSPOT 
COMPANIES 
REPORT.



• Focus on the efforts that generate results

• Better prioritization

• Understand your marketing to budget properly for 

the future

RUNNING THESE REPORTS CAN HELP YOU:



REPORTS COULD TELL YOU:

• That content you have created attracts visitors, but not leads.

• That one of your personas generates more revenue than others.

• That one of your marketing channels generates more MQLs than others. 

• That your favorite topic actually doesn’t resonate with your persona. 



ASK THE 
RIGHT QUESTIONS.2



“Pull an analysis on 
your marketing.”

-Your boss



“Pull an analysis on 
your marketing.”

-Your boss



HOW MANY CONVERSIONS DO MY PAGES GET?



HOW MANY LEADS DO I GENERATE PER MONTH?



HOW MANY MQLS DO I GENERATE PER MONTH?

MQL = Marketing Qualified Lead.



WHAT CHANNEL GENERATES THE MOST LEADS?



AM I ALLOCATING ENOUGH RESOURCES TO MY 
STRONGEST CHANNELS?



CUSTOMER EXAMPLE

Customer keeps track of the contacts sent to sales by individual sales 
report. This report is used to break down how many contacts each 
sales rep receives and closes.



UNDERSTANDING WHAT 
REPORTS TELL YOU.3



What does the report tell you?

• You are getting the most amount of 
contacts from International and your 
1:10 segment.

• The SLA value weights the importance 
of those contacts. Therefore 11:200 is 
the most valuable segment with this 
metric.

Action items:

• Consider the campaigns you are 
running with your most successful 
segments and see how you can 
replicate them.

• If you are not segmenting content and 
communication toward different 
audiences, see if there are 
opportunities to do that. 



What does the report tell you?

• Email marketing is your most 
successful channel.

• Organic Search is 
generating the second 
highest amount of revenue.

• Paid Search and Referrals 
are not generating 
customers.

Action items:

• See what pages are 
generating the most search 
traffic. Optimize other pages 
to help increase organic 
search.

• Dig in to your best practices 
for email marketing and see 
if they can apply to other 
channels.



What does the report tell you?

• You are generating a lot of leads, 
but that isn’t translating into as 
many customers.

Action items:

• Dig into what could be blocking 
your lead to customer conversion. 

• See what content is moving leads 
to marketing qualified leads. Can 
you show them that content 
sooner in their lifecycle?



KEY TAKEAWAYS

1. Focus on more than your top page or channel

2. Dig into the marketing efforts that are working, and 

see how you can replicate its success across different 

channels.

3. Find the trends in your content that may give you an 

indication about your success.



CONTACTS & COMPANIES 
REPORT DEMO.4



LIVE
DEMO.



EVERYTHING 
STARTS WITH A LIST.







CONTACTS REPORT1



Step 1: 
Under Reports 
Home, select 
create a new 
report.



Step 2a: 
Select Contacts Report.



Step 2b: 
Select Start 
From Scratch or 
one of the pre-
built reports.



Step 3: 
Select the 
criteria for your 
report.



Select any 
contact list you 
have, create a 
new list, or 
create a report 
based off all of 
your contacts.



Select a label for 
the x axis of 
your report. 

This will be your 
date label. 

Examples 
include Create 
Date, Close 
Date, Days to 
Close, etc.



Select a date 
range. 

You can choose 
the last week or 
month or use a 
custom date 
range.



Select a date 
frequency. 

That means 
daily, weekly, or 
monthly.



Choose a 
companies 
property to 
break up your 
report. Your 
results will show 
up as a stacked 
bar graph.



Use this field to 
calculate a 
numeric 
property for the 
companies in 
your report. 



COMPANIES REPORT2



Step 1: 
Under Reports 
Home, select 
Create a new 
report.



Step 2a: 
Select Companies 
Report.



Step 2b: 
Select Start 
From Scratch or 
one of the pre-
built reports.



Step 3: 
Select the 
criteria for your 
report.



Select any 
contact list you 
have, create a 
new list, or 
create a report 
based off all of 
your contacts.



Select a label for 
the x axis of your 
report. 

This will be your 
date label. 

Examples include 
Create Date, 
Close Date, Days 
to Close, etc.



Select a date 
range.

You can choose 
the last week or 
month or use a 
custom date 
range.



Select a date 
frequency.

That means 
daily, weekly, or 
monthly.



Choose a 
companies 
property to break 
up your report. 

Your results will 
show up as a 
stacked bar 
graph.



Use this field to 
calculate a 
numeric 
property for the 
companies in 
your report. 



PRO TIPS.

• Get into the habit of checking your reports. Check the progress of 
your reports a couple of times a week. (Put a reminder on your 
calendar!)

• Improve. Consider how you can improve your results.

• Don’t be afraid of change. If a campaign isn’t working but you are 
halfway through the month, don’t be afraid to make some big changes 
to drive improved metrics.



Try HubSpot Enterprise for yourself!

http://bit.ly/academy-trial



TRY OUT YOUR REPORTS – bit.ly/HSreports



NEXT STEPS
1. Ask the right questions. Look at recipes to help you get started.

2. Find trends in your data that you can replicate across different 
channels.

3. Segment your database using lists to find more detailed information 
about your contacts.

4. Break your reports down further by different contact and company 
properties.



THIS WEEK YOU LEARNED: NEXT WEEK YOU WILL LEARN:

1 The importance of context in your 

reports 

2 The right questions to ask when 

reporting

3 What you can learn from your 

report data

4 How to use reporting on contacts 

and companies in your database

1 The importance of revenue 

reporting

2 How to get revenue reporting in 

HubSpot

3 Use cases for using revenue 

reporting



• How to create a Contacts report

• How to create a Companies report

• Which Marketing Analytics Should You Be Looking At?

• 6 Incredibly Insightful Marketing Reports You Should Be Running

RESOURCES



QUESTIONS?



THANK YOU & 
SEE YOU NEXT WEEK.


